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MILITARY SECURITY GUARD

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

This is security and military police work for the North Carolina Air National Guard headquarters at
Douglas Airport.
Employees rotate duty stations on assigned shifts to provide continuous security coverage for the base.
Duty stations include the: guard post at the controller entrance to the base, perimeter and installation
patrol, and the communications center. Work requires the employees to know primary and secondary
locations in order of the strategic importance to the flight operations and to know the procedures
required to protect those locations against vandalism, sabotage, or other destructions. Work also
requires a knowledge of and response to state and federal regulations regarding property security and
Air Force procedures and regulations concerning military aircraft operations, alerts, and emergency
responses. Work is performed under the supervision of a higher-level security officer and evaluated
through performance standards and knowledge of regulations and procedures.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES PERFORMED

Patrols the perimeter of the base, the air field, fuel storage area, and hangars and checks the buildings
and aircraft to detect evidence of vandalism, sabotage, trespassing, or fires and takes action to respond
to these occurrences.
Checks authorization of persons to come on the base and refuses entry to those without proper
credentials; apprehends violators of the airport authority or military, state, or federal regulations.
Enforces traffic regulations, issues citations for violations, participates in surveillance activities and
apprehends violators.
Staffs the headquarters communications center; maintains radio contact with the flight tower and
military aircraft arriving and leaving the flight line, provides weather reports upon request, and relays
messages and provides information to military command personnel.
Performs related duties as required.

RECRUITMENT STANDARDS

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities

Working knowledge of the Air Force regulations, State and Federal laws that relate to trespass,
personal conduct, and the protection of property on the NCANG headquarters.
Working knowledge of the Air National Guard base and Douglas Airport Authority security plans.
Working knowledge and skill in the use of different types of weapons.
Some knowledge of basic fire prevention and control techniques.
Ability to learn the operation of radio communication equipment, call numbers, and emergency signals.
Ability to act quickly and intelligently in emergency situations.
Ability to follow oral and written instructions.
Ability to express oneself clearly orally and in writing.

Minimum Education and Experience
Graduation from high school. (Some experience in law enforcement or military security work is
preferable.)

Necessary Special Qualification
Certification (as applicable) under North Carolina Federal Government and Air Force laws or
regulations as Military security police.


